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Abstract
How does a sperm nd its way? The study of guidance cues has fascinated sperm biologists and in
particular the prospect of rheotaxis, that is a uid ow orienting the direction of sperm swimming, has
been the subject of extensive recent study, as readily motivated by the prospect that such guidance
may be active in the mammalian female reproductive tract. For instance, it has been hypothesised that
helical sperm agellar beating is necessary for such guidance, whereas there is an extensive diversity
of agellar beating patterns, with planar sperm beating readily observed in human cells for example.
In particular, such cells will not be guided by uid ow according to hypothesised mechanisms for
rheotaxis presented thus far. Here, using simulation methods, we investigate rheotaxis for a wide
range of agellar beat patterns. Providing the virtual sperm rstly does not possess a tightly circling
trajectory in the absence of a background ow and secondly remains within a region of low shear to
prevent being washed away by the background ow, rheotaxis is generally observed with the sperm
swimming into the ow together with a possible transverse velocity. Tight circling sperm motility, as
observed in select hyperactivated sperm and CatSper mutants, is predicted to disrupt the rheotactic
response, whilst connement to low shear regions generally requires boundary accumulation, thus
introducing subtleties in the relationship between rheotactic behaviours and the agellar waveform
and sperm characteristics. Nonetheless such predictions suggest such rheotactic guidance may be more
common and robust than previously thought and we document simple criteria for the presence of
rheotaxis that are consistent with our simulations and understanding, as well as reported observations
to date.





A fundamental question concerning spermatozoan dynamics is guidance: how does a sperm know
where to go, or indeed, does it, or is it merely a case that so many sperm are released that random
motility is nonetheless sucient. However, following insemination in humans, the observed presence
at any given time of only 10-1000 sperm within the expanse of the fallopian tubes suggest randomness
alone is implausible in bringing the sperm to the egg at this point [7], whilst highly directed motility
is also recorded in video-microscopy of sperm motility in the bovine female reproductive tract [18].
Furthermore, marine external fertilisers such as sea urchin sperm exhibit an extensive chemotactic
response [31], which is reported to improve the chances of reproductive success [35] and is reviewed
by Alvarez et al. [1].
Such observations of sea urchin sperm have previously generated the hypothesis that chemotaxis is
also important for mammals [22] and a further suggested mammalian sperm guidance mechanism is
thermotaxis [2], which is based on very small temperature dierences along the mammalian reproduc-
tive tract. More generally, there are extensive reports of chemotactic and thermotactic responses (e.g.
[2, 22]), as reviewed in a recent monograph [5], highlighting the possibility that these mechanisms
may be active in mammalian reproduction. However, in contrast, the specic role of chemotaxis and
thermotaxis is reported as not established for mammals and there are conicting reports of mammalian
spermatozoan response to thermal gradients [21]. Furthermore, both mammalian chemotaxis and
thermotaxis require the maintenance of a detectable, robust, signal throughout substantial regions of
the female reproductive tract for long range guidance. Thus, the prospective disruption of gradients
due to peristalsis and ciliary ows has led to the consequent suggestion that long range biochemical cues
are not stable in-situ [16], with analogous reasoning immediately relevant for thermotactic gradients.
In addition to the above explorations of prospective chemotactic and thermotactic guidance for
mammalian sperm, the presence of directed ows in the female reproductive tract, such as the ciliary
ows in the video-microscopy of Kolle et al. [18], has also generated the hypothesis that rheotaxis,
i.e. the bias of sperm swimming by the direction of uid ow, may provide a guidance cue [21].
Rheotaxis, with sperm directed to swim into the current, was rst reported over a century ago
[19] and many times in past decades [4, 25, 32], though more recent studies have documented the
rheotactic response for a variety of sperm in further detail, as well as emphasising its prospective
importance in the female mammalian reproductive tract. For instance, it has been observed that sea
urchin sperm are not biased by uid ow, nor are CatSper mutant sperm, which possess defective
calcium signal transduction, whilst normal motile uncapacitated mouse sperm undergo rheotaxis,
as do headless sperm [21]. Further independent observations of uncapacitated normal human and
bull sperm rheotaxis [16] are also reported, in studies which additionally emphasise that velocity
components transverse to the ow proles can occur.
Summarising their observations led Miki and Clapham [21] to the hypothesis that sperm rheotaxis
requires shear ow, boundary accumulation and a three dimensional helicoid beat pattern, that is also
associated with sperm rolling [21]. Kantsler et al. [16] also distinguished helicoid agellar waveforms
for the observed boundary accumulation in their study and constructed a minimal model for the
boundary accumulating rheotactic response. This formulation was based on the reorientation of a
tilted conical helix, representing the agellum in shear ow, via an asymptotic limit of a resistive
force theory calculation. In addition, the sperm head was hardwired to remain near the boundary and
to swim in a straight line on average and the no-slip conditions were not enforced on the boundary.
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Parameter Interpretation Value
L Flagellar length 56m
1=T = !=[2] Beat frequency 14 Hz
 Chirality parameter f0; 0:01; 0:05; 0:1; 0:2g
 =L Asymmetric waveform parameter f0:5;1g
kL Wavenumber 3
B Flagellar envelope parameter 0.2L
a Flagellar radius 0.01L
Table 1: Reference parameter values for the agellum waveform, with details on the motivation for
the parameter estimates presented in section 1 of the Supplementary Information.
Under such conditions the model will always predict rheotaxis, as the tilted conical helix always aligns
its major axis with ow and analogous deductions of rheotaxis in the framework would hold for the
planar rigid lament formed by projecting the conical helix onto a plane containing the cone's axis of
symmetry (set the chirality parameter  = 0 in equation (41) within Kantsler et al.'s supplementary
information).
However boundary accumulation is hardwired in such modelling predictions yet, physically, this is
a subtle eect [9, 28, 15] with detailed features, such as sensitivity to agellar wavenumber or the
onset of hyperactivation, that are dicult to reconcile within simplied theories [27] and beyond the
intended scope of Kantsler et al.'s modelling framework [16]. More generally, it is not physically clear
when and if boundary accumulation can be disrupted by background ow especially for changes in
the agellar beat pattern, and thus the extent to which sperm guidance based on rheotaxis in the
vicinity of a surface is contingent on the agellar waveform. Furthermore, the characteristics of the
boundary accumulating, rheotactic sperm considered in both Miki and Clapham [21] and Kantsler et
al. [16] correspond to one suggested modality of boundary accumulation with elliptic helicoid agellar
beating [34, 28], whereas a further modality of boundary accumulation, with planar beating and
straight swimming is also regularly observed in more viscous media both for human [29] and rat [34].
According to Miki and Clapham's hypotheses [21], sperm under these circumstances will not rheotax,
with the prospective implication that the rheotactic response may dier substantially among species
and/or according to detailed conditions. However, a physical representation of sperm swimming with
the ingredients required to assess the presence or absence of boundary accumulating rheotaxis has not
yet been explored, even in modelling studies.
Consequently, our rst objective is to use hydrodynamic numerical simulation in an investigation of
boundary accumulating sperm rheotaxis, resolving the geometrical complexity of the agellar wave
form and the impact of the surface. This will allow the consideration of numerous questions, such as
testing whether the mechanism presented by Miki and Clapham [21] generates rheotaxis and whether
such dynamics requires an elliptical helicoid beat or whether planar agellar waveforms can also
feasibly induce rheotaxis. This additional modelling resolution will also enable the further objectives
of considering if the absence of rheotaxis in sea urchin sperm and mammalian CatSper mutants can
be explained in the context of physics, rather than a detailed systems biological response, as well as

















Figure 1: Reference frames and agellar waveforms. A schematic picture illustrating the agellar
waveforms together with the reference frames. (a) The agellar reference frame, which is right-handed,
and a typical symmetric elliptical helicoid agellar prole, as depicted in red, with X(s; t) denoting
the position in the laboratory reference frame for the location at time t and arclength s along the
agellum from the origin of the agellar reference frame,  = 0. The background shear ow is also
depicted relative to the laboratory reference frame, x. (b) The asymmetric agellar waveform. The
centreline of a curvilinear elliptical cone is the arc of a circle of radius  , with unit tangent T , unit
normal N and, not depicted, unit binormal B = T ^N . The agellar wave forms a helix on this cone
at any snapshot of time, with the agellum at three dierent snapshots of time illustrated in red. For
both (a) and (b) the time evolution of the agellum prole corresponds to a wave propagating on the
cone, away from the origin of the agellum reference frame,  = 0.
2 The Virtual Sperm and Its Numerical simulation
Throughout the specication of a virtual sperm and the uid dynamical equations, we use  to
denote right-handed Cartesian coordinates xed in a sperm agellum reference frame, whose origin is
located at the proximal end of the agellum, with an associated orthonormal basis feig, i 2 f1; 2; 3g.
In addition we dene x = (x1; x2; x3) := (x; y; z) to be Cartesian coordinates xed in the inertial
reference frame of the laboratory, with orthonormal basis feig, i 2 f1; 2; 3g.
2.1 The Virtual Sperm Flagellum
Given the importance attached to an elliptical helicoid waveform in recent experimental studies of
rheotaxis [21, 16] we focus on this beat pattern, initially with a conical envelope which is symmetric
around the 3 axis, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The waveform is specied in the agellar reference
frame, , with a propagating wave, of wavenumber k and angular frequency !, parameterised by time,
t, and arclength, s 2 [0; L] where L is the agellum length. Thus we have (s; t) = (1(3); 2(3); 3) =
( BC; BC; 3) where  corresponds to the chirality of the wave, with  = 0 constituting a planar
waveform,  > 0 a right handed helix as found in mouse [34] and  < 0 gives a left handed helix,
as observed for human sperm with  =  0:2 [11, 12]. Furthermore, B is a measure of the waveform
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takes values in [0; L], as depicted in Fig 1.
To generate asymmetric waveforms, the axis of symmetry of the enveloping cone of the elliptical
helicoid is mapped onto a segment of a circle of radius  , given by (    2)2 + (3)2 =  2; with an
orientation given by the direction of decreasing 3, as shown by the centreline in Fig. 1b. Let 3
denote distance along this curve, with 1, 2 normal and binormal coordinates and let T;N;B denote
the tangent, normal and binormal unit vectors. Then the asymmetric waveform is given by


























where C := cos(k3   !t) and s 2 [0; L].
We denote the position of the agellum at time t and arclength s relative to the laboratory frame
by X(s; t), which is given by mapping (s; t) from the agellum reference frame to the laboratory.
Initially, the sperm is located at X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; 0:1L) and its orientation is such that e3 is
in the x-z plane pointing in the direction of increasing x (see the Supplementary Information for a
demonstration that the initial orientation in the x-y plane does not alter the nal dynamics). Finally,
the initial acute angle of attack between e1 and e3 , that is init := cos
 1(e1  e3), is given by either
(i) init = 0 or (ii) init = 0:2.
2.2 The Virtual Sperm Head: A Modelling Estimate in Justifying its Neglect
For sperm, the head is relatively small compared to the lengthscale of the agellum and so in Section
2 of the Supplementary Information we consider the errors associated with neglecting the head in
calculating sperm trajectories, especially their curvature and thus the impact of rheotactic guidance
cues. We demonstrate that classical calculations reveal a neglect of the sperm head induces relative
errors of about 20% in the swimming speed, whereas the torques due to a sperm head are about three
orders of magnitude smaller than those due to the agellum, and hence head torques are negligible.
Hence neglecting the sperm head entails that angular velocities are generally accurate and linear
velocities are of the correct scale; furthermore the predicted linear velocities are overestimates as the
head increases drag. This entails that the sperm is predicted to swim further for a given change in
its orientation and hence its trajectory curvature is underestimated. In this paper the sperm head is
neglected and thus rheotactic eects are marginally underestimated, though the qualitative details are
correct, as conrmed by the observation that headless spermatozoa rheotax in the same manner as
cells with standard morphologies [21]. Finally, we note that further modelling uncertainties entail that
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Parameter Interpretation Value
_ Background shear ow strength 0.1T 1
g= Repulsion potential magnitude 10LT 1
d Repulsion potential lengthscale 0.005L
Table 2: Reference parameter values for the shear ow and the surface repulsion potential, noting
that  is the uid viscosity with details on the motivation for the parameter estimates in Section 1 of
the Supplementary Information.
the increased computational complexity of including head corrections would be poorly motivated, as
detailed further below.
2.3 Determining the Sperm Trajectory and the Possibility of a Rheotactic Re-
sponse
We have the location of the agellum relative to the agellum reference frame, which moves at an a
priori unknown velocity, U , and angular velocity, 
, relative to the laboratory frame. Taking into
account the presence of a no-slip surface, located at x3 = 0 and a half-space domain x3  0, or other
boundary conditions as appropriate, we proceed to overview how low Reynolds number uid dynamics
can determine U , 
. These can then be integrated to construct the sperm trajectory and rheotaxis
is predicted if the trajectory associated with the sperm turns into, or away from, the direction of a
background ow.
2.3.1 The ow eld and the background ow eld
Let p(x); u(x) denote the pressure and velocity eld, with p1(x), u1(x) the pressure and velocity
associated with the background ow, assumed throughout this study to be the solution of Stokes'
equation for a linear shear ow
p1(x) = 0; u1(x) =   _x3e2; (2.4)
with _ = 0:1T 1, where T is the sperm agellum beat period.
2.3.2 The surface potential
We also assume a repulsion potential at very close distances to z = 0 to prevent the sperm crashing
into this boundary, which is generally a no-slip solid surface in this study, though other boundary
conditions are considered, particularly to ascertain the inuence of the boundary on sperm dynamics.
Surface repulsion potentials are observed on bringing cells close to a surface, on the scale of tens to one
hundred nanometres, but the quantitative details depend on the cell, the surface and the physiological
solutes [17]. In eect, we are assuming that the sperm is repelled from the surface at molecular scales,
as achieved for human sperm experiments with glassware using dilute human serum albumin [29]. As
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motivated in the Supplementary Information, a simple repulsive potential is used [30] and the body
force per unit length of the agellum is given by
f rep = g
e x3=d
1  e x3=de3 = r 
rep;  rep = gd ln(1  e x3=d); (2.5)
with g = 10LT 1 a measure of the overall repulsion, where  is the uid viscosity. The parameter
d = 0:005L = 280nm is a measure of the repulsion potential decay length, which is larger than the
scale of 50nm observed for bacteria [17] but details this close to the surface are qualitative only as the
surface potential varies with cell, solute and surface and is not documented for sperm.
The impact of variation in d on the quantitative details of trajectory curvatures is briey presented
in Section 3 of the Supplementary Information where it can be seen that d inuences trajectory
curvatures, though not the qualitative details. Thus the surface potential represents a source of
modelling uncertainty which mitigates against the additional computational expense of including a
sperm head in the modelling.
2.3.3 The prediction of sperm swimming trajectories
By linearity p  p1; u  u1 also satisfy Stokes' equations. The solution of these equations yield the
instantaneous velocity, U , and angular velocity 
 of the virtual sperm at a xed time point, given
the virtual sperm is subject to the forces from the repulsive surface potential force which prohibits
swimming distances closer than approximately 2d from the surface at z = 0.
This is detailed in Section 3 of the Supplementary Information, where the numerical algorithm, the
Regularised Stokeslet Method [6, 10], is described and validated in depth. One must note that
the solutions dier signicantly according to the boundary conditions imposed at z = 0, with the
imposition of no-slip referred to as the Blakelet solution, since the Regularised Stokeslet Method
uses solutions to Stokes equations known as Blakelets [3] in the numerical procedures. For analogous
reasons the solutions associated with a xed tangential stress, matching that of the background shear
ow, and no normal velocity at z = 0 are referred to as Imagelet solutions [14] and the solutions
with no constraints at z = 0 are referred to as Stokeslet solutions [24]. Note that the imposition of
a xed tangential stress and zero normal velocity at z = 0 corresponding to the Imagelet solutions,
may not be relevant in most physical situations, and similarly for the Stokeslet solution given the
surface repulsion potential force is retained. Nonetheless, these solutions are extremely informative
in assessing the extent to which hydrodynamic interactions between the surface and the cell inuence
the rheotactic response in interpreting the results below.
Finally, once one can determine the instantaneous velocity, U , and angular velocity 
 of the sperm
cell, its position is updated { iterating, the virtual sperm swimming trajectory can be constructed,
again as detailed and validated in Section 3 of the Supplementary Information.
In turn these numerical predictions will allow the exploration of the propensity for a virtual sperm
to rheotax, that is for the sperm to possess a swimming trajectory whose direction is biased by the
presence of a background ow. It will also enable a study of how rheotactic behaviour is related
to boundary accumulation, i.e. swimming indenitely in a region of low shear near the interface at
z = 0, which characterises the origin of the repulsive surface potential used throughout this study and













Figure 2: The eect of shear on computed sperm trajectories in a background ow with a surface
repulsion potential, specied by the parameters of Table 2. The virtual sperm has a symmetric agellar
envelope,   =1, with  =  0:2, corresponding to human sperm chirality, or  = +0:2, corresponding
to the opposite chirality found in mouse, whilst the initial attack angle is init = 0:2 and the sperm
is initially located at X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; 0:1). Other parameters are given in Table 1. Given
the initial conditions, we are observing virtual sperm behaviour in the vicinity of the origin of the
repulsive surface potential at z = 0 and the trajectories are presented in terms of their projection onto
the x-y plane, thus representing paths that would be observed in the focal plane of a microscope when
viewed from above. The trajectory labelled Blakelet gives the predicted path of this sperm near a
no-slip surface, whereas the trajectory labelled Imagelet is the prediction for this sperm near a surface
of xed tangential stress and no normal velocity. The predictions for the Stokeslet correspond to the
absence of hydrodynamic wall eects, though the surface repulsion potential is still included in the
model.
3 Results
In all the presented results below the mass, length and time units are such that the non-dimensional
viscosity, agellum length and frequency are of unit value.
3.1 Elliptical Helicoid Beating In Shear Flow Near and Distant from Surfaces
We rst of all consider the eects of shear for a virtual sperm with the same agellar chirality as
human, which is of opposite parity to that of mouse. Hence the agellar parameters are given by
Table 1 with the waveform parameters  =  0:2,   = 1, with the latter imposed to ensure a
symmetric beat pattern, as specied by equation (2.1). The shear ow is given by equations (2.4),
(2.5), with parameters as in Table 2.
The Blakelet solution for a no-slip surface at x3  z = 0 exhibits boundary accumulation and rheotaxis,
whereby the virtual sperm swims into the ow, as observed in Fig 2. There is also a transverse velocity,
in the same direction as the predictions and observations of Kantsler et. al. [16]. Furthermore the
direction of the transverse velocity changes with chirality parity, as seen in Fig 2, and this switch is





























Figure 3: The inuence of the surface on computed sperm trajectories in a background ow and surface
repulsion potential, specied by the parameters of Table 2. (a) A virtual sperm in the presence of
a no-slip surface is considered with sperm parameters values given in Table 1 and also that   = 1,
 =  0:2, init = 0, X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; h). The projection of the trajectory onto the plane
of the no-slip surface is plotted for this sperm with the arrow showing the direction of swimming for
dierent non-dimensional starting heights, h, above the no-slip surface. (b) A further breakdown of
this virtual sperm's trajectory, with plots of z, its distance from the no-slip surface, as a function of
time for dierent starting heights above the no-slip surface.
In Fig. 2 projected trajectories are also presented for the Stokeslet solution, which corresponds to
the absence of hydrodynamic surface interactions from the boundary conditions on the at plane.
The repulsive surface potential, equation (2.5), which is due to many factors such as van der Waals
forces but not hydrodynamics, is taken into consideration and, due to the cell rotation arising from
the elliptical helicoid beat pattern, the virtual sperm oscillates in and out of the region of inuence of
this potential (as also observed in Fig. 3b), conning it to a region of low shear ow. Rheotaxis in the
x-y plane is also observed, emphasising that a surface hydrodynamic interaction is not required for
rheotaxis, as described in Kantsler et al.'s minimal model, though restriction to regions of suciently
low ow is required.
Furthermore in Fig 3 we consider further simulations of the virtual sperm with  =  0:2, corresponding
to the chirality of human sperm, but now with variation in the initial distance from the no-slip surface,
denoted h. We see that once this initial distance reaches 20% of the agellum length, h = 0:2 which is
about 11 microns for human sperm, boundary accumulation is lost and the sperm is swept downstream
without a discernible rheotaxis as it enters the bulk, faster, ow with increasing z. Hence we see that
constraining the sperm to remain in a low ow region is an important feature of rheotaxis and this


























Figure 4: Planar swimming sperm dynamics in a background ow and surface repulsion potential,
specied by the parameters of Table 2. (a) A virtual sperm in the presence of a no-slip surface is
considered with sperm parameter values of Table 1, and the further specication with   =1;  = 0,
init = 0:2 and the sperm is initially located at X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; 0:1). The projection of
the trajectory onto the plane of the no-slip surface is plotted for this sperm with the smaller arrow
showing the direction of swimming. (b) A further breakdown of this virtual sperm's trajectory, with
plots of x; y; z as a function of time together with 1, its angle of attack relative to the no-slip surface,
that is the angle between the 3 axis and the no slip surface z = 0. The sperm head in the gure is
solely for illustration of the denition of the angle and has not been considered in the modelling.
3.2 Planar Beating In Shear Flow Near a No-Slip Surface
We proceed to consider sperm swimming in a shear ow near a no-slip surface at x3  z = 0 with
a planar agellar beat. We have a virtual human sperm with a symmetric agellar waveform given
by equation (2.1), using the parameters of Table 1 with a agellar length L = 56m and waveform
parameters  = 0;   =1. In particular  = 0 ensures the agellar waveform is the projection of an
elliptical helicoid beat onto the plane containing its axis of symmetry. The shear ow and repulsion
forces are given by equations (2.4), (2.5), respectively with the parameters specied in Table 2. In
Fig 4a, one can observe that this planar beating virtual sperm also rheotaxes into the direction of
the ow and thus chirality is not necessary for rheotaxis. Furthermore, the planar beater trajectory
has no transverse velocity for asymptotically long time and also possesses a larger radius of curvature
at intermediate times, consistent with observations that the trajectories of sperm with nearly planar
beats have reduced curvature [16]. From Fig 4b, we also predict that the simulated virtual sperm
boundary accumulates very close to the no-slip surface, at a height of  0:03L  1:7m, with a tiny
angle of attack, so that the possession of a agellum elevated into the shear ow, as with elliptical
helicoid beaters, is again not a necessary feature of rheotaxis.
3.3 Asymmetric Flagellar Beating In Shear Flow Near a No-Slip Surface
Finally, we explore the impact of agellar waveform asymmetry on rheotaxis in shear ows with a
no slip boundary at x3  z = 0. We consider a virtual sperm possessing an asymmetric agellar
waveform, given by equation (2.2) with the chirality parameter  specied in Fig 5 and the radius
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Figure 5: The impact of an asymmetric agellar waveform for a sperm swimming in a background ow
and surface repulsion potential, specied by the parameters of Table 2, with a no-slip surface at z = 0.
For all trajectories the parameters are given by Table 1 with  as specied,   = 0:5, init = 0:2 and
the initial location X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; 0:1). The exception is the red trajectory, for which there
is no background ow. (a) The projection of the trajectories onto the plane of the no-slip surface. (b)
Time course of the height z of the agellum above the surface, as measured from the origin of the
agellar frame.
of curvature of the agellar waveform,  , equal to 0.5. The shear ow and repulsion forces are those
used previously and given by equations (2.4), (2.5), respectively with the parameters of Table 2,
except for trajectories in the absence of shear, for which the shear strength, _, is zero. In Fig 5(a),
the trajectories associated with asymmetric waveform swimmers are projected onto the no-slip plane,
whereas a sideview of these trajectories is presented in Fig 5(b).
In the absence of shear and chirality, the virtual sperm has a planar asymmetric wave associated with a
sea urchin beat pattern. In Fig 5(a),(b) its trajectory is presented in red and one can observe that this
sperm boundary accumulates and executes tight swimming circles with a diameter on the scale of a
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cell length, consistent with observations which range from 25 microns [33] to roughly 100 microns [21],
depending on experimental details. On introducing a shear ow, the resulting trajectory is plotted in
green; one can observe that boundary accumulation is not disrupted, even if the transients are dierent,
and that the swimming turning circles persist, though the sperm is slowly swept downstream at a rate
of about 0.02 cell lengths per beat cycle.
Introducing a small chirality, with  = +0:01 for the navy trajectory in Fig 5, induces no substantial
eect; the virtual sperm still boundary accumulates, albeit much closer to the surface, with z  0:02,
and executes turning circles with a slow downstream drift of about  0:005 cell lengths per beat cycle,
due to the smaller shear velocity at the boundary accumulation height. A small, chirality induced,
transverse drift velocity to the ow is predicted and, as detailed in Section 4 of the Supplementary
Information, once non-trivial agellar chirality is present the direction of rotation near the no-slip
surface is dictated by the sign of the chirality via boundary accumulating behaviours.
These predictions are consistent with observations of many marine sperm, such as sea urchin and
Ciona, which exhibit circling trajectories with a single rotation direction [34, 26, 21], determined by
the sign of the agellar chirality [13] which is counter-clockwise when viewed from above for a positive
chirality [34]. Furthermore, whilst the predicted slow downstream drift is not explicitly observed in
the shear ow experiments of Miki and Clapham [21] such eects would be dicult to discern in the
duration of these experiments as, for example, the sperm execute less than a single revolution and
the magnitude such eects would also be contingent on the quantitative details, such as the boundary
accumulation height.
With further increases in chirality, with  = +0:05 as depicted in cyan in Fig 5, boundary accumulation
is lost and the virtual sperm is swept downstream. This emphasises how the presence or absence of
rheotaxis near a surface inherits a subtle dependence on the waveform, associated with the presence or
absence of boundary accumulation. Finally, as reported in Section 4 of the Supplementary Information
larger magnitudes of chirality induce a relatively progressive sperm motility. Such a virtual sperm does
not exhibit a highly curved path in the absence of ow and, when subjected to shear ow, rheotaxis is
predicted to occur once boundary accumulation is also present, as illustrated in Figure 5 for  = 0:1.
More generally, these observations of virtual sperm emphasise that rheotaxis requires sperm to persist
in regions of relatively low shear, so that they are not swept away, and the predictions for the absence
of rheotaxis in sperm with highly asymmetric agellar waveforms is consistent with simply whether
the agellar asymmetry induces an angular velocity that dominates rheotactic-induced turning, or
vice-versa.
4 Discussion and conclusions
We have theoretically considered sperm swimming in a background shear ow to explore the prospects
for rheotaxis, the directed bias of sperm swimming by the ow together with the potential requirements
for this guidance cue to be observed, using an elliptical helicoid agellar beating given that recent
experimental studies have focussed on this beat pattern [21, 16]. In our validation studies in the
absence of a background ow, as presented in the Supplementary Information, we have observed that
sperm with this beat pattern typically boundary accumulate with a signicant trajectory curvature
for the beat-period averaged path near a no-slip surface. In particular, this mode of boundary
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accumulation diers from the hydrodynamic boundary capture theoretically explored in [14, 15] and
much of [28], where the repulsive surface potential was not taken into consideration. Thus we often
work in the regime where the virtual cell reaches far closer to the surface, so that shear does not
wash the cell downstream, and hence the accumulation heights in this study, which generally satisfy
h < 0:05L, are much smaller than that predicted by simply the hydrodynamic interaction of the cell
and the boundary, in the absence of a surface repulsion potential.
The trajectory curvature of the boundary accumulated cell can be readily understood. For an elliptical
helicoidal beat pattern, there is greater viscous drag on the agellum nearer a no-slip surface in total,
over a whole beat cycle, generating a net viscous torque about the z axis. As the cell must be
torque free, this drag is compensated by the torques induced by an angular velocity of the cell about
the z axis; hence the trajectory curves in the x-y plane. In contrast, the planar swimmer near a
surface will possess a very small angle of attack as seen in Fig 4b, and previous work [28, 15] and
thus this eect will be negligible, leading to eectively no trajectory curvature as seen in simulations
[28, 15] and experiments [29]. Furthermore, in the presence of a at surface with a xed tangential
stress, which is zero if there is no background shear ow, there is less viscous drag for motion parallel
to the boundary, and thus the trajectory curvature is in the opposite direction, as conrmed both
theoretically and experimentally for bacteria [8], which also swim with rotation. Similarly, by this
mechanism one has that changing the chirality parity of the agellar wave changes the directions of
the torques and thus the direction of the surface induced trajectory curvature.
In the presence of shear ow u1 =   _ze2, which is suciently weak to allow sperm to swim against
the current if they stay within the vicinity of z = 0, rheotactic guidance is observed, with the virtual
sperm turning into the ow which is compatible with observations [21, 16]. The fact the bias in the
trajectory to turn into the ow is identical both near a no-slip surface and a at surface of xed
tangential stress rules out a trajectory curvature via surface interaction torques and also shows that
the latter is negligible compared to torques induced by rheotaxis for a sperm that is not aligned with
the background ow. Nonetheless, the predicted transverse velocity is of opposite sign on comparing a
at, tangential stress surface and a no-slip surface, indicating that this specic aspect of the rheotactic
phenomenon is related to surface hydrodynamic eects. The direction of the transverse velocity once
rheotaxis into the ow has been established is consistent with simply the superposition of surface
induced trajectory curvature with, for example, a switch in the transverse velocity direction on
changing the sign of the agellar waveform chirality. The surface trajectory curvature is not the
only eect in that a smaller chiral-dependent transverse velocity is predicted to persist even for the
Stokeslet solution in the absence of hydrodynamic surface-interactions, though the virtual sperm is
constrained near z = 0 because of the repulsive surface potential which is due to many factors, such
as van der Waals forces. Thus, we predict that surface interactions dominate the transverse velocity
associated with the rheotaxis of an elliptical helicoid swimmer, though chirality-dependent corrections
are also present; furthermore, an analytical model rich enough to include rheotaxis and the contrasting
inuence of dierent surfaces and chirality in particular requires an extension of existing modelling
frameworks.
We also note that rheotaxis is predicted to occur even when the sperm is not in the vicinity of a surface,
as long as the sperm is conned in a region where the background ow is insucient to wash the sperm
away, as implicit in Kanstler et al.'s minimal model [16]. In particular, the hydrodynamic interaction
of a surface and the sperm is not required, as highlighted by the Stokeslet solutions of Fig 2 where,
via the surface repulsion potential, the sperm is constrained to remain in a region with suciently low
shear ow to prevent washout. This reasoning would indicate that rheotaxis can occur in the bulk, as
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observed for bacteria [20], but with the simple shear ows typically considered in experimental and
theoretical investigations of sperm one simply has washout, unless the sperm persists in the region of
low shear close to the boundary. In particular, within conning geometries, such as microdevices or
the female reproductive tract, rheotactic directed guidance in the bulk is not inconsistent with the
current study, as the ow does not increase indenitely away from boundaries.
Furthermore a virtual planar beater will rheotax without a large angle of attack into a surface
highlighting that the planar beat patterns of boundary accumulating human sperm in viscous media
do not preclude rheotaxis, and more generally that rheotaxis need not be as sensitive to the agellar
waveform as suggested in earlier studies [21]. In particular, chirality and a signicant angle of attack
relative to a surface are not mechanically required. Nonetheless, we have also observed predictions that
an asymmetric beat with tight circling is sucient to prevent rheotaxis, consistent with observations
that sea urchin and CatSper mutant sperm do not rheotax. The mechanical explanation for this is
simple. A shear ow induces a torque on a swimmer unless it is already aligned with the ow, as
illustrated in Kantsler et al's minimal model [16]. If this is the dominant torque due to the agellar
dynamics the trajectory will possess a curvature generating a compensating torque, so that the cell
is torque-free as required in the inertialess limit, which induces the rheotactic response causing the
swimmer to align with the ow. However if the torques on the agellum are dominated by another
aspect of the agellar motion, such as asymmetry, the compensating torque governing the agellar
trajectory will predominantly compensate this dominating feature, rather than the shear ow induced
torque, subordinating a rheotactic response.
In summary, we have the simple prediction that rheotaxis requires (i) a conning inuence to prevent
sperm reaching ow rates that will sweep them away typically, but not necessarily, a boundary or a
conned geometry and (ii) in the no-ow scenario, an absence of sperm circling that would subordinate
the rheotactic response. This is a much weaker set of requirements than originally proposed for sperm
[21] and is consistent with all modelling results presented here and previous observations, in turn
suggesting that rheotaxis may be even more prevalent as a guidance mechanism.
We reconsider the planar beating sperm in view of these criteria. Let U denote its swimming speed,
H denotes its boundary accumulation height and we assume this is not signicantly altered by the
presence of a shear ow u1 =   _ze2 and also that boundary accumulation is the only means by
which sperm can be constrained to low shear-ow regions. Then the above conditions for rheotaxis
near a surface are
_  U=H; Rrheo  Rturn; (4.1)
where Rrheo is the radius of curvature of the trajectory associated with the initial rheotactic response
and Rturn is the radius of curvature associated with the shear-ow free swimming. From our simulation
of a planar beater, Fig 4a, we nd Rrheo  40L; assuming the rheotactic trajectory curvature, R 1rheo,
has a linear dependence on the shear rate, as observed in the calculations of Kantsler et. al. [16],
we have Rrheo  4L!= _, where the frequency dependence is required on the grounds of dimensional




; S := _Rturn
!L
(4.2)
we have from the conditions (4.1) the prediction that R  4 is a necessary condition for rheotaxis, in
which case rheotaxis will manifest on increasing shear rates once S  4.
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Similarly for the elliptical helicoid beating, with analogous assumptions, we nd R  1 is a necessary
condition for rheotaxis, which will occur on increasing shear rates once S  1. The non-dimensional
factors that dier between the planar beater and the elliptical helicoid beat arise from inspecting the
numerical predictions for Rturn and thus will certainly dier according to detailed beat pattern and
other complexities, such as the sperm head shape; as such these conditions for rheotaxis are crude
order of magnitude estimates. Nonetheless, when the rheotactic number R is suciently large it is
predicted that rheotaxis can occur, at least for an appropriate choice of shear rate.
For illustration we demonstrate in Section 5 of the Supplementary Information that the lack of sea
urchin sperm surface rheotaxis in experiments [21] is predicted by the rheotactic conditions; analogous
deductions are presented for CatSper mutants. This analysis in the Supplementary Information
proceeds to consider the above rheotactic criteria for star-spin hyperactivated human sperm [23],
which are predicted to fail to rheotax. In contrast, for the hyperactivation of mouse sperm in viscous
solution, where essentially straight line swimming becomes manifest [21], the potential for sperm
rheotaxis is indicated, at least given boundary accumulation, though in this experimental study it is
also dicult to estimate the turning circle of these sperm for more precision. The requirement for
boundary accumulation however is counter-indicated in previous simulations of hyperactivated sperm
[15] though geometrical connement may also be relevant for a rheotactic response. Nonetheless this
latter caveat also highlights that the complexities of boundary accumulation, such as a agellum
wavenumber dependence [28, 15], are implicitly inherited by the criteria for boundary accumulating
rheotaxis via the accumulation height, H.
In summary, we have explored the rheotactic response of virtual sperm via a detailed simulation study,
using a sperm model of a prescribed planar, or ellipsoidal helical, waveform and a negligibly small
sperm head. This virtual sperm typically rheotaxes in shear ow, turning into the upstream direction.
In practice boundary accumulation is required to conne the sperm to a region of suciently small ow
so as to prevent washout, though the actual interactions between the virtual sperm and the boundary
are subordinate to the rheotactic response. Nonetheless, these interactions induce a small transverse
velocity perpendicular to the ow direction once rheotaxis is established for non-planar waveforms. In
contrast tightly circling swimming sperm, due to asymmetric agellar waveforms, do not rheotax as the
torques due to the asymmetric waveform dominate the directionality of the sperm trajectory. Hence
we have suggested that rheotaxis requires connement, simply to prevent washout, and a suciently
weak circling swimming trajectory in the absence of ow, with order of magnitude constraints for
the realisation of rheotaxis via boundary accumulating connement. These latter constraints explain
previous observations [21, 16], as well as our own simulation results, suggesting that rheotaxis can
readily achieve sperm guidance across many dierent species providing the agellar waveform is not
signicantly asymmetric and the cell boundary accumulates, or otherwise remains within regions of
relatively low ow.
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1 Parameter estimation
We detail the motivation for the parameter estimates used in Tables 1, 2 of the main text, which are
recapitulated here for convenience in Supplementary Information Table 1.
The agellar length L and the beat frequency T 1 are those of uncapacitated human sperm [8]. The
predicted sperm trajectory is independent of the viscosity of the surrounding medium, , as the mass-
scale does not enter the mapping between non-dimensional and dimensional trajectories and hence a
viscosity estimate is not presented, though it must be such that the sperm agellar waveforms used
in this study are reasonable. The parameter  governs the agellum wave chirality and a selection
of values are considered, with  = 0 constituting a planar waveform,  > 0 a right handed helix as
found in mouse [38] and  < 0 gives a left handed helix, as observed for human sperm with  =  0:2
[16, 17]. The parameter   controls the level of agellar wave asymmetry, with innite   corresponding
to a symmetric agellum whilst  =L = 0:5 gives circular swimming trajectories with a diameter
of roughly the agellum length, L, in Fig. 5 of the main text whilst sea urchin with asymmetric
agella waveforms have been observed to execute circles with diameters as small as 25 microns [37]
or approximately 100 microns [23], depending on experimental details. The parameters k; B further
describe the agellar waveform, and the parameter estimates given are those of Dresdner and Katz
[8], though in general these parameters are variable; nally the agellar radius is based on images of
the human sperm proximal agellum, indicating a radius of approximately 500nm, though we do not





L Flagellar length 56m
1=T = !=[2] Beat frequency 14 Hz
 Chirality parameter f0; 0:01; 0:05; 0:1; 0:2g
 =L Asymmetric waveform parameter f0:5;1g
kL Wavenumber 3
B Flagellar envelope parameter 0.2L
a Flagellar radius 0.01L
_ Background shear ow strength 0.1T 1
g= Repulsion potential magnitude 10LT 1
d Repulsion potential lengthscale 0.005L
Table 1: Supplementary Information Table 1. Reference parameter values for the agellum waveform,
the shear ow strength and the repulsive surface potential.
To consider the shear ow strength, recall that x = (x1; x2; x3)  (x; y; z) are coordinates in the
laboratory reference frame, and that the boundary where the repulsive surface potential is imposed
corresponds to z = 0. Then, the extent of shear is given by _ and dened via the background
ow velocity vector eld, u1(x) =   _ze2. The fact _T is small indicates that we are considering
a relatively weak shear ow relative to the velocity scales of sperm swimming at cell lengthscales
away from z = 0, as generally required to prevent sperm washout from the system. The parameter
g is the magnitude of the assumed repulsive surface forces at z = 0. Its scaling with viscosity, ,
is for convenience { we simply take g to be suciently high to ensure sperm do not crash into the
boundary at z = 0; this is consistent with human sperm behaviour in glassware experiments once
dilute human serum albumin is present in the media, which prevents sperm colliding with and sticking
to the glassware [28].
Finally, the parameter d = 0:005L = 280nm is a measure of the repulsion potential decay length,
which is larger than the measured scale of 50nm for bacteria [22], but the details close to the
surface are qualitative only as the surface potential varies with the cell, solutes and surface and
is not documented for sperm. The impact of variation in d on the quantitative details of trajectory
curvatures is briey presented in Fig 2d below, which shows that d inuences trajectory curvatures,
though not the qualitative details. Thus such uncertainty in the surface potential represents a source
of modelling uncertainty which mitigates against the additional computational expense of including
virtual sperm heads in the modelling. Further justication for this particular approximation follows
in the next section.
2 Justifying the neglect of the sperm head
For sperm, the head is relatively small compared to the lengthscale of the agellum and so we
consider the errors associated with neglecting the head in calculating sperm trajectories, especially
their curvature and thus the impact of rheotactic guidance cues.
For a small amplitude resistive force theory calculation, with a tangential resistance coecient CT , a
spherical sperm head of lengthscale q and a agellar wavenumber, k, head eects induce a correction
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given the parameter values of Table 1 and q  1:6m, which is representative of human sperm.
We proceed to consider the scale of the head torque to the scale of the agellum torque. Let X(s; t)
denote the location of the agellum at time t and arclength s 2 [0; L], and F denote the viscous drag
per unit arclength at this location. Then the torque ratio is of the order of
8q3






























For a trajectory with radius of curvature rc, with Tc the time for a complete revolution if the angular
velocity and translational velocities were xed, one has 
  2=Tc and U  [2rc]=Tc so that 
=U 
1=rc. For the tightest turning circle we consider in the results section of the main text rc  L=2





Hence the head torque scale is three orders of magnitude smaller than the agellum torque scale,
essentially as the ratio of head to agellar torques scales with the cube of q=L rather than linearly,
and thus head torques are subordinate and can be neglected.
Hence neglecting the sperm head entails that angular velocities are generally accurate and linear
velocities are of the correct scale; further the linear velocity is always overestimated and hence the
trajectory curvature underestimated. Thus neglecting the sperm head gives the correct scale of the
rheotactic eect with a relatively small underestimation error motivating the neglect of the head,
especially given quantitative accuracy is not feasible due to the modelling uncertainties associated
with the parameter estimation of the repulsive surface potential.
3 The numerical algorithm and its validation
In this section, the numerical methods and algorithms are documented, together with modelling
validation, including primary simulations for elliptical helicoidal beating sperm near a no-slip surface
in the absence of background ow.
3.1 Numerical schemes
As spermatozoa are small enough to neglect inertia, the ow around the cell obeys Stokes' equations,
which can be solved to within asymptotically small errors using the regularized Stokeslet method
(RSM), as rst developed by Cortez [6], though our implementation is analogous to that used in
Gillies et al.'s computational study of human sperm [14].
The RSM method requires the regularized Stokeslet, which is a fundamental solution of Stokes'
equations for an external force localised to within a lengthscale of  of the point x0. There is not
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a unique choice but a standard one is that the force at location x is given by F (x;x0), with F
constant,   = 154(r2 + 2) 7=2=8, r = jx  x0j and, with L denoting the agellum length,  is the
regularisation lengthscale, with =L the parameter governing the asymptotic accuracy of the method.
In this instance, the regularized Stokeslet is given by
GSij(x  x0; ) =
(r2 + 22)ij + rirj
(r2 + 2)3=2
: (3.1)
In presence of a rigid no-slip innite plane wall, the regularized Stokeslet can be constructed by
introducing additional localized functions [1], which reduce to the singular Blakelet solution [2] as
! 0. We denote this regularised Blakelet by GB and employ the representation in Smith [29], which
modied the typographical sign error in Ainley et al. [1].
For a at surface with no tangential stress, such as an air-water surface with high surface tension [19],
another regularized Stokeslet can be constructed as in the singular Stokeslet case,
GIij(x;x0) =
GSij(x;x
0) + (ik   2i3k3)GSkj(x;x0); (3.2)
where x0 is the mirror image of x with respect to the boundary, given by x0 = x0   2(x  ez)ez
with ez the unit vector in the z-direction. Throughout this paper, we refer to this solution (3.2) as a
regularized Imagelet, and utilise it when considering a virtual sperm near a at surface at z = 0 for a
xed tangential stress associated with a shear ow, so that the perturbation of the ow eld due to
the swimmer does not change the tangential stress at z = 0:
While the boundary conditions associated with xed tangential stress and a at surface, that is zero
normal velocity, at z = 0 may not be relevant in most physical situations, and thus similarly for
the Imagelet solutions, these solutions are nonetheless very informative in assessing the extent to
which hydrodynamic interactions between the surface and the cell inuence the rheotactic response.
Analogous comments also hold for the Stokeslet solutions.
3.1.1 The boundary integral equation of the regularised Stokeslet method
Let p1(x); u1(x) denote the pressure and velocity eld of the background shear ow, which satisfy
Stokes' equations and let p, u denote the ow eld for the virtual sperm in this background ow.
The linearity of Stokes equations ensures that p  p1; u  u1 also satisfy Stokes equations and thus
the ow velocity eld around a agellum is asymptotically approximated by the regularised Stokeslet
method [14] via the boundary integral equation








ji (X(s; t);x0)fj(X(s; t))
i
ds: (3.3)
In the above, there is summation over repeated indices,  is the uid viscosity,X(s; t) is the laboratory
frame location of the point an arclength s along the agellum from its proximal end-point at (s; t) = 0
in the agellar reference frame, at time t, and f(X(s; t)) is an unknown stress eld dened on the
agellar centreline. The integral kernel G(B;I;S)ij is the regularized version of the singular Blakelet,
Imagelet or Stokeslet, according to the boundary conditions imposed at z = 0. Note that with the
regularised Blakelet, the no-slip boundary conditions at x3 = 0 is automatically satised by u   u1
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and hence u up to O(), and analogously for the tangential stress and zero normal velocity boundary
conditions associated with the Imagelet. The regularization parameter, , is chosen as  = 0:32s
with s = L=N the discretisation length of the agellum, where the number of discretisation points
along the agellum, N , is set to be N = 60. These particular choices are validated when the agellum
radius varies as a curved ellipsoid with minor axis equal to 0:01L, as detailed in Gillies et al. [14].
The agellar location in the laboratory frame, X(s; t) is related to its location with respect to the
agellar frame, (s; t), by a translation and rotation: X(s; t) =X(0; t)+R (s; t). Hence, the no-slip
condition at location x^0 on the boundary of the agellum, approximated by enforcing it at the nearest
point on the agellar centreline x0 X(s0; t), is given by the constraint that
u(x0) = U +
 ^X(s0; t) +R  _(s0; t);
where U and
 are respectively the linear and rotation velocity, given by _X(0; t) = U , and _R = 
^R.
Thus, u1(x0) is the known background velocity ow eld and one can write u(x0) in terms of the
agellar waveform, specied by the known function (s; t), together with a linear combination of the
components of the a priori unknowns, U , and 
. For a collocation of the agellar centreline with N
points we thus have 3N + 6 scalar unknowns: U , 
 and the stress eld f at each collocation point.
Enforcing equation (3.3) at each collocation point gives 3N scalar equations, whilst the nal 6 scalar
equations required for closure are given by the fact swimming occurs with no net force and torque, a
further consequence of the negligible inuence of inertia for cellular microswimmers.
Neutral buoyancy is implicitly assumed in these force and torque balances, as justied by the observa-
tions of Winet et al. [36] that boundary accumulation and rheotaxis completely dominate gravitational
eects, and that sperm sedimentation speeds are 1-2 orders of magnitude slower than swimming speeds.
Thus gravity is safely neglected. Taking into account the repulsive potential, the required six scalar




[f + f rep] ds =
Z L
0
X ^ [f + f rep] ds; (3.4)
where f rep is the force density due to the repulsive potential.
We refrain from using DVLO theory to determine this potential as this has been observed to be
inaccurate with increasing osmolarity, even before physiological isotonicity is achieved [26], since the
Debye layer shrinks to nanometer scales and other interactions dominate the surface interactions
between the cell and a solid surface on the scale of tens to one hundred nanometres. Hence instead a
simple repulsive potential, as also used by Spagnolie et al. [32], is implemented with
f rep(x) = g
e z=d
1  e z=dez; (3.5)
arising from non-hydrodynamical interactions, such as van der Waals forces, at z = 0. The parameters
are presented in Supplementary Information, Table 1, and with this choice of d = 0:005L, sperm
swimming is prohibited within a distance of approximately 0:01L = 2d from z = 0. As can be seen
in Fig. 2(d)(e) changes in d do aect the surface induced-trajectory curvature as the cell boundary
accumulation height changes, though we cannot distinguish a choice of d given the available data
and, in any case, the surface repulsion potential is highly variable [22]. Nonetheless the qualitative
conclusions are unaected and thus so are the conclusions drawn in the main text.
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Finally, the 3N+6 scalar algebraic equations associated with a collocation point discretisation of (3.3)
and (3.4) at a xed point in time are subjected to singular preconditioning prior to solution via an
LU factorisation. This yields the unknown surface stress f and, more importantly for our purposes,
the linear and the angular velocities, U and 
 at a xed point in time. Thus the sperm position and
orientation can be updated using these velocities. Iterating this process, which is performed via Heun's
method [30, 20, 21], the sperm trajectory is generated, allowing the exploration of sperm boundary
accumulation and rheotaxis.
3.2 Scheme validation
3.2.1 A comparison with other algorithms
For the validation of the RSM scheme above, we evaluated the swimming velocity during one beat
cycle of a headless sperm agellum in the absence of a surface repulsion potential or a boundary at
z = 0. In addition we use the parameters
 = 0; B = 1=2; k = 2; ! = 1=2;
with length and time in units of the agellar length L and beat period T whilst the cell is initially
located so that the body-xed and the laboratory frame coincide. In Figure 1 these results for the
RSM algorithm are compared with those obtained from Johnson's slender-body theory (SBT), as
documented in Smith et al. [30], and direct numerical computation via the boundary element method
(BEM), as detailed in Ishimoto & Ganey [20, 21], analogously to the validation studies within Gillies
et al. [14]. Figure 1 indicates the RSM scheme provides sucient accuracy to analyse and discuss cell
movement. More generally, mechanically based models have been shown to produce agreement with
observation using agellar waves extracted from video-microscopy, for instance [12, 14], emphasising
that understanding sperm swimming can often be reasonably considered in terms of mechanics.
We also briey note that it is inappropriate to quantitatively compare the regularised Stokeslet results
here to the multi-particle collision results presented by Elgeti et al. [9, 10] and the slender body theory
results of Smith et al., [30, 31] for the purposes of validation as the representation of surface forces
diers across all three papers. In addition this entails that the results presented in this manuscript
should not be used to distinguish between the discrepancy in the conclusions of Elgeti et al. [9] and
Smith et al., [30], as documented in a correspondence [10, 31], whereby Elgeti et al. conclude that
hydrodynamic ow elds induce sperm surface capture at much closer distances than Smith et al., who
report boundary accumulation heights of very roughly 10 microns for a planar beater. Furthermore,
we also note the results in the main text predict both larger mean boundary accumulation heights
(main text, Fig 5b, red and orange curves, with mean boundary accumulation heights of about 8.5
microns) and also much closer surface swimming (Fig 5b, blue curve). Hence, even neglecting the
absence of control for the surface forces, the results once more cannot be used to distinguish the
discrepancy reported in the correspondence between Elgeti et al. and Smith et al. [9, 31].
3.2.2 A comparison with observations
We proceed to consider the behaviour of a virtual mouse sperm with no head and an elliptical helicoidal



















Figure 1: The linear velocity of the model spermatozoon during one beat cycle with three dierent
numerical schemes: the regularized Stokeslet method (RSM), Johnson's slender-body theory (SBT),
and direct numerical simulation via the boundary element method (BEM). Figure axes are non-
dimensionalised using the agellum length L as the lengthscale and the beat period T as the timescale.
parameters of Table 1, except that the agellar length is L = 120m, matching that of CD1 mice [34].
We further use a chirality parameter of  = 0:2, matching the parity of mouse sperm chirality, and
take   = 1 so that the agellar waveform is symmetric; the waveform is fully specied by equation
(2.1) of the main text. A surface repulsion force, as given by equation (3.5) is also present in these
simulations.
As generally the case with agellar waveforms with non-trivial chirality, this virtual sperm is predicted
to roll as it swims rather than asymptoting to a xed orientation relative to the laboratory frame.
Furthermore, boundary accumulation is predicted with the virtual sperm swimming adjacent to the
no slip surface such that the axis of symmetry associated with the elliptical helicoidal waveform is
rotated; hence the agellar envelope is just oset from parallel to the no slip surface, as shown in Fig
2b. This gives a good qualitative comparison to Fig 2a, which is the sideview of agellar beat patterns
presented by Woolley as an illustration of the typical conical helicoid agellar beat pattern exhibited
by sperm near a no-slip surface [38]. Note however that these observations were made from above
the cover slip but presented in a sideview, and thus assumed sucient symmetry of the waveform,
as is the case for a perfect conical helicoid. However, clearly Woolley's images suer from making
this approximation in that the agellum penetrates the surface. In addition this alignment with a
no-slip boundary for a sperm with an elliptical helicoid beat pattern is also seen in the slender body
simulations of Smith et al. [30], though these latter simulations cannot be continued once the sperm
approaches the surface, due to sperm crashing as no repulsion surface potential force is considered.
Woolley [38] also presented the projection of the trajectories of CD1 mouse sperm onto the no-slip
surface, as reproduced in Fig 2c, with the analogous predictions for the virtual sperm presented in Fig
2d. Note that the direction of the predicted circling in Fig 2d agrees with observation, as does the

































Figure 2: Sperm dynamics with elliptical helicoid beating, but no shear ow. (a) Observations of an
elliptical helicoid beat at snapshots in time for individual Chinchilla sperm, scale bar 25m [38]. (b)
Snapshots of the elliptical helicoid beat, in sideview, for a virtual mouse sperm, which is predicted
to swim adjacent to a no-slip boundary at z = 0; the simulations use the parameters given in Table
1 except that L = 120m, the length of CD1 mice sperm observed by Vernon and Woolley [34]. In
addition, the parameter choice of a symmetric agellar wave with positive chirality was used, with
  = 1;  = 0:2; X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; 0:1) and the initial inclination of the agellum relative
to the no slip plane at z = 0 was taken to be init = 0:2. The snapshots for times t, given by
t=T 2 f10; 11; : : : 15g, are superimposed, where T is the beat period. (c) The observed trajectories
of CD1 mouse sperm, viewed from above, after accumulating at an upper coverslip [38]; scale bar
50m. (d) The corresponding trajectory from computational simulations for the virtual CD1 mouse
sperm used to generate plot (b), after projection onto the plane of the no-slip surface with an arrow
depicting the direction of sperm swimming and the eect of varying d, in units of the agellar length,
L, depicted. (e) The trajectory of the lefthand trajectory of observed CD1 mice sperm in plot (c) is
traced on the computed trajectory of virtual CD1 mice sperm for these dierent vales of d. Finally
note that unit of length in plots (b), (d) is given by CD1 mouse agellar length L = 120m, and
that (a), (c) have been reproduced from Woolley [38], with permission (Licence No. 3596460518634,
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Figure 3: The eect of initial orientation on sperm trajectories for elliptical helicoid beating in
a background ow, whose direction is depicted by the large arrow. The virtual sperm swimming
trajectories are projected onto the x-y plane, with all axes in units of agellum length, L. The
simulations use the parameters presented in Table 1, with   = 1 and  = 0:2, and the cells are
initially located at X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; 0:1L) with a trivial initial attack angle, init = 0, and
thus are oriented parallel to the x-y plane. The initial orientation of the virtual sperm within the
x-y plane however is taken from the values f0; 0:2; : : : ; 1:8g and the resulting projections of the cell
trajectories are plotted on the x-y plane, with small arrows depicting the direction of swimming.
waveform produces a trajectory that essentially agrees with observation, as shown in Fig 2e, where the
leftmost trajectory of Fig 2c is superimposed with the trajectories of Fig 2d, after rescaling so that the
lengthscales of each gure match. The only discrepancy is that the extent of the lateral displacement
in the trajectory is slightly underestimated by the virtual sperm simulations, most likely due to our use
of an idealised waveform; in particular note that prior studies demonstrating quantitative agreement
featured the extraction of agellar waveforms from video-microscopy. Nonetheless, here we observe
predictions for the swimming sperm trajectory that qualitatively match observed trajectories for a
number of CD1 mice sperm, overlapping with one from the cell sample in terms of the“ value-
averaged path”used in sperm diagnostics [35], which neglects lateral displacement as this does not
contribute to sperm propagation on longer timescales.
4 The trajectories of sperm with dierent initial orientations
In the main text, the virtual sperm is initially oriented so that the 3 axis coincides with x axis; this
constraint is nonetheless without loss of generality. In Fig. 3, simulations for sperm with a symmetrical
helical beat (  =1;  = 0:2) and dierent initial orientations are shown. The virtual cells are always
initially located at X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; 0:1L) with a no-slip boundary at z = 0, a background
shear ow and trivial initial attack angle, init = 0, so that the cells are initially parallel to the x-y
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plane. All further parameters are as in Table 1, though the initial direction of the sperm within the
x-y plane is varied such that the angle made by the ow direction and initial sperm orientation takes
the values f0; 0:2; : : : ; 1:8g. This includes an initial orientation directly into, and directly away
from, the background ow. The resulting trajectories, as presented in Fig. 3, emphasise that the
initial direction of the sperm does not aect the basic dynamics of sperm rheotaxis, as all trajectories
ultimately exhibit the same asymptotic direction for the projection onto the x-y plane.
5 The trajectories of sperm with an asymmetric beat pattern and
small chirality
Consider an asymmetric beat as illustrated in Fig. 1b of the main text. As observed in various marine
species spermatozoa, such as sea urchin and Ciona [23, 27], an extensively asymmetric planar agellar
beat leads to a circling trajectory, in which the direction of the orbit is often selected so that all the
cells rotate in the same direction. This selection is considered to be driven by a small chirality of the
agellar beat [18]. We explore the swimming trajectory of the asymmetric beating agella in Fig. 4
using the parameters of Table 1, with   = 0:5, and a range of chiralities,  2 f0;0:001;0:01g. The
cell is initially located at (0; 0; L) with the initial angle init = 0, so that it is oriented parallel to the
laboratory x-y plane z = 0, which is a no-slip boundary in the simulations, and the surface repulsive
potential force, equation (3.5), is also imposed.
The trajectory of the sperm with a planar beat ( = 0, red curve) is a closed planar circle with
transverse oscillations and a counterclockwise swimming direction when viewed above. With a slight
chirality, the projected trajectory is not appreciably altered, though there is a slow drift in the z
direction, which is reversed with a change in the sign of the chirality. With a further increase of
the magnitude of chirality, the perpendicular drift is increased. Thus the counter-clockwise circling
trajectory near a bottom boundary can only be found in a cell with a positive chirality, as negative
chirality cells would not approach this boundary. If there was a no-slip boundary, for instance a
coverslip, at z = constant > 1, the negative chirality cell would approach the coverslip and thus
exhibit a counter-clockwise rotation when viewed from above, corresponding to a clockwise trajectory
viewed from the uid, namely the opposite rotation direction to cells with positive chirality. Hence
chirality is predicted to select the observed rotational direction for such swimmers. As a nal remark,
with a further increase in the magnitude of the chirality, the sperm trajectory becomes straighter, and
thus tight circling in one direction near a boundary is only observed when the agellar beat is both
strongly asymmetric and nearly planar.
6 Estimates of rheotactic criteria
Sea Urchin Sperm Consider the sperm of the sea urchin Lytechinus, which have with L  45m,
[4], a planar beat of frequency !  30Hz and a swimming speed of 160m [3]. Assuming a shear
free turning circle of radius Rturn  25m, which is intermediate in the range reported by Woolley
and Vernon [37] and Miki and Clapham [23], the above rheotactic condition for planar beaters, R :=
URturn=[L!H]  4 requires that the accumulation height satises H  750nm. Furthermore the
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Figure 4: Sperm dynamics with an asymmetric beat pattern, but no shear ow. The simulations use
the parameters given by Table 1, with   = 0:5 and  as depicted. The cells are initially located at
X(s = 0; t = 0) = (0; 0; L) with the initial angle init = 0, and thus oriented parallel to the x-y plane.
The no-slip boundary condition is imposed on z = 0, together with the repulsive surface potential
force and all axes are in units of agellum length, L, in the plots. (a) The projection of the sperm
trajectories onto the x-y plane, which corresponds to trajectories viewed from above. All the cells
reveal counter-clockwise rotation, reecting the asymmetric beat. (b) Time evolution of z, the vertical
distance above the no-slip boundary, for these cells.
the shear rate required for rheotaxis, _  140s 1. Firstly the accumulation height is much less than
the lengthscale of the sea urchin sperm head, as deduced by inspection of the micrographs in [3].
Secondly, observed shear rates between murine ampulla mucosal folds are substantially less than 1s 1
by inspection of Fig 1d in [23] and thus these values of _ are orders of magnitude beyond the female
reproductive tract ows that that have guided experimental scales. Consequently the absence of sea
urchin rheotaxis in observational studies [23] is consistent with the modelling predictions.
CatSper-KO Sperm The CatSper-KO mouse spermatozoa examined in Miki & Clapham [23] were
CatSper1 null and did not rheotax whilst presenting with circular rotation near a substrate. We
assume mouse sperm parameters, L  80m [7], with a CatSper1 null mutant angular beat frequency
of ! = 2=T  30Hz, where T is the beat period, as reported by Carlson et. al. [5] in terms of
the frequency f = 1=T which was in the range [4Hz-8Hz]. From the observation of supplemental
information videos presented by Miki and Clapham [23] we also have U  36m/s [23], and the
shear-free turning circle radius is Rturn  40m. An estimation of the rheotactic criteria reveals
that the accumulation height must satisfy H  150nm and the shear rate must satisfy _  240s 1.
Once more these constraints dier by orders of magnitude from the conditions in Miki and Clapham's
experimental studies and thus the absence of rheotaxis is predicted, consistent with observation.
Hyperactivated Sperm Hyperactivated human sperm beat with a frequency of about !  15Hz
[24] whilst star-spin hyperactivated human sperm in media [25] exhibit tight circling on the scale of
roughly 30 microns [33]; combined with the human agellum length of 56m rheotaxis requires shear
rates on the scale _  30s 1 which is over a magnitude larger than the observed physiological and
experimental scales. Hence rheotaxis is predicted to be absent under such conditions. In contrast, the
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hyperactivation of mouse sperm in viscous solution, leads to much straighter swimming in Miki and
Clapham's studies [23], indicating that rheotaxis would be predicted to occur, at least if boundary
accumulation is present. However, the turning circle radius of these cells in the same study [23]
is dicult to estimate given the limited length of the trajectories captured, and most likely highly
variable preventing a more precise statement.
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